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Abstract: The bursts of Internet advertising have made multi-channel attribution an immediate challenge for marketing practitioners. Existing attribution models predominantly focus on analyzing consumers’ converting path with respect to one focal firm while largely overlooking the impact of their interactions with competing firms, leading to biased advertising effectiveness estimates. We address this problem by developing an integrated individual-level choice model that considers consumers’ online visit and purchase decisions across all competitors within one industry. We specifically analyze the effects of multi-channel advertising on: (1) consumer choice of entry site, (2) consumer search decisions concerning the remaining websites that compete in the same industry, and (3) subsequent purchase at one of the searched websites. We quantify the impact of different digital advertising channels on consumers’ decisions at different purchase funnel stages based on an individual-level click stream data for the online air ticket booking industry. We find that information stock collected through all advertising channels contributes significantly to consumers’ visit and purchase decisions, among which search advertising is more effective in driving the choice of entry site while email advertising has a larger effect on visit decision concerning remaining websites and purchase decision. The own-and cross-marginal impacts of various ad channels on each firm vary widely across competitors, and this is true at all purchase funnel stages. We also show that neglecting competition may lead to underestimated advertising effects and worse predictions, by comparing the estimated advertising effectiveness and predictive performance of our proposed model with those of the common baseline model that only models consumers’ binary purchase decisions on a focal firm.
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